Summer Institutes

We are always looking for people to help out with our Summer Institutes. We have opportunities in prepping ahead of time which can range from making copies to creating packets, working with our location and project management. Let us know what your skills set are and how you want to help!

Website

We are always looking to update, improve and expand our website. Looking for people that know WordPress and specifically Thrive Architect.

Marketing

We need to get the word out! To teachers and administrators to attend our institutes as well as to those that would like to donate their time, resources, and money to support Neural Ed. Looking for volunteers that love to create marketing material and those that love spreading the word!

Fundraising

Looking for all those that have grant-writing experience, fundraising event experience, or those that would like to give it a try.

In order to achieve our mission and change the education world in a positive way, we must have funding in order to do so!